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5L1001 LS-84 1xE14  ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� 7

5L1101 LS-84 2xE14  ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� 8

5L1201 LS-84 3xE14  ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� 9
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5L4141-S LS-84 1xE14 Class 2 with phase switching  ��� ���11

5L8214 LS-100 2xE14  Class 2    IP55/IK10 ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���12

5L8028 LS-100 Junction box with fuses and astro clock  ��� ���13

5L3252 LS-84 3xfuse  10x38mm ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���14

5L8010 LS-100 3xfuse  10x38mm ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���15

5L2001 LS-94EN 1xE27  ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���16

5L2101 LS-94L 2xE27  ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���17
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2RVS30 Stainless steel pillar box for LS-94  ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���22

2RVS50 Stainless steel wall-mounting box for LS-94 ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���23

2RVS60 Extended stainless steel pillar box for LS-94  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���24

Special applications
5L6002 Junction box with relays  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���25
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5L Flex  LS-94 box short/medium/long  ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���27
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General information
ELEQ is Part of a Smart World ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ���  ��� 2

ISO 9001/14001 and RoHS  ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� 3

ELEQ and the Internet��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� 3
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ELEQ is Part of a Smart World

The philosophy of ELEQ is that the smartest solutions, innovations and growth are only achieved with shared 
 knowledge and experience��� The knowledge and experience of your people and our people combined��� That simply 
yields the best result��� Results for you��� That is our conviction���

As a partner of the managers and manufacturers within the energy sector and public lighting systems across the 
world, we are more than anyone aware of the world that is making increasing demands on installations and being 
wise about energy consumption��� 

Which is why have expected the utmost of our people since 1946��� Our Research & Development department, in close 
co-operation with its partners, constantly challenges itself to develop new systems that allow you to manage energy 
flows in a more clever fashion and that render your installations more reliable���

ELEQ is more than a supplier; ELEQ is part of your production- or operational process���

Metering
Products for metering purposes and 
energy management for energy 
companies, marine and industry��� 

Lighting
Connection boxes for public lighting 
and special applications���

Protection
Current and voltage transformer
systems for manufacturers of power 
transformers, high-power switches 
and generator builders���

We serve the market from three strategic product-market combinations

Our factory in Steenwijk (NL) Eleq Steenwijk (NL) and Eleq Kerpen (D)

This catalogue gives you an overview of the products and systems in our Lighting product-market combination���
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Digital catalogue of  Light-mast sets
ELEQ has all its light-mast sets and wall-mounting junction boxes available in digital form��� Our Internet site has one 
sheet with all technical specifications and a clear 3-D colour sketch per product��� You can download the most widely-
used products as PDF files, so that you easily add them to 
manuals or specifications��� 
Besides the standard junction boxes, you can also find 
junction boxes for specific situations such as wall-
mounted solutions, traffic lighting, CCTV, bus shelters, 
car park ticket machines or the new junction box for the 
Philips OLC, for example���
If you miss any products or have any ideas to improve the 
site, please send us an e-mail��� 
For more information, look at www���eleq���com���

ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and RoHS

ISO 9001 – ELEQ has been working in accordance with ISO standards since 1993��� At both establishments, we 
 develop, produce and sell in accordance with the new ISO 9001:2000 guideline and are certified by the KEMA���

ISO 14001 – ELEQ’s basic philosophy is to meet the most stringent environmental 
legislation��� Therefore, ELEQ develops, produces and sells in accordance with the 
new environmental care system EN ISO 14001:2004 and is certified by TÜV��� We are 
 constantly reviewing all processes to minimise the use of toxic substances���

RoHS – As of 1 July 2006, the RoHS guideline forbids the sale of new electrical and 
electronic equipment in Europe that contains more than the maximum permissible 
quantity of lead, cadmium and mercury, etc��� All our light-mast sets meet this guideline��� 
You can find a declaration and more information on our Internet page www���eleq���com���

KEMA approval, your guarantee of quality

The ELEQ light-mast sets have been tested by the KEMA and have been awarded KEMA approval��� 
This means that the design and manufacture of the junction boxes meets the KEMA requirements��� Checks are carried 
out at regular intervals��� A copy of the certificates can be obtained on request��� 

Research and development
The models presented in this brochure are the fruit of many years of re-
search��� As a logical consequence of ELEQ’s market-oriented approach, these 
basic versions can be adapted to other specifications on request��� Naturally, 
the junction boxes can be supplied completely assembled with a variety of 
accessories��� With our modern 3-D development tools, we can quickly make 
proposals for tailor-made solutions���
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Technical information on light-mast sets

From back to front
No matter how you look at it, our junction box is immediately recognisable��� The base of the junction box is made 
of weather-resistant, glass-fibre reinforced, top quality plastic��� A much more important aspect is that the touch-
safe, closed housing is drip-proof, while the inside screening cap ensures that it is touch-safe when open��� Anyone 
with practical experience can vouch for this��� The transparent cap of indestructible polycarbonate is provided with a 
non-detachable single-screw fastening��� The fact that all metal parts are made of corrosion-free (nickel-plated) brass 
emphasises the price-quality ratio���

Connection without further ado
Terminal strips are essential for the functioning of light-mast junction boxes��� To make things easy for you, ELEQ has 
fitted terminal strips between the terminals and the fuses, so that the junction box can be connected without any 
further ado���

Minimum inside diameter of the light mast
It goes without saying that there is only a very limited space for a junction box in a light mast��� 
Junction boxes for light-mast sets are so compact that they unerringly fit in the tight space 
available��� The minimum inside diameter that the light mast must meet is indicated on the product 
sheets��� For example, an LS-94 fits in a mast with an inside diameter of 94 mm���

Pull relief
The standard pull relief is suitable for two light-mast cords and two ground cables��� 
There is also a version for three underground cables (5L9978)��� Ground cables with a 
diameter of 13 to 23 mm can be safely clamped with the spacers supplied��� On request, 
the junction box can be fitted with a pull relief for three cables��� This pull relief is made 
of stainless steel and can be ordered separately��� 

Degree of protection
All our junction boxes are made of high-grade plastics��� Where the plastic junction boxes are installed 
against a wall or on the outside of a mast, the junction boxes are a minimum of IK10 and IP55��� The stan-
dard LS-100 is provided with double isolation (class 2) and has an IP55 degree of protection��� 

Excellent ventilation
The inventive design of the junction box also makes adequate provision for the ca-
bling method��� The open cable inlet in the bottom ensures excellent ventilation inside 
the box��� A deliberate decision was made to locate a cable inlet in the bottom, so that 
condensed moisture cannot collect��� This also prevents soaking along the cables���

Touch-safe screening caps
For extra safety on the mantle terminals, plastic caps can be supplied, 
which make the terminals touch-safe��� 
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Different fuses
Besides versions with E27 (DII) fuses, the range of junction boxes for light masts also includes a number of models 
with tube (10x38mm) or E14 (D01) fuses for different amperages��� The standard junction boxes are mostly supplied 
without fuses; however, we can supply or fit them���

Suspension brackets
If desired, a stainless steel suspension bracket can be supplied��� This bracket can have 
one or two slotted holes��� This makes it possible to hang the junction box lower or, if 
there is no sliding rail, to hook the box behind the assembly strip (5L9301)���

LS-84/94/104 with phase switching
This type of light-mast set has a phase switch and is suitable for street lighting networks 
with a maximum of three phases, neutral and earth��� Three descending groups are 
possible, which are each secured separately��� The switch can be used to connect each 
descending group to another core without removing the cables��� The LS-84S1 and the  
LS-104S2 and S3 are mechanically secured against short circuiting between the phases��� 
The LS-84S1 has one fuse; the switchable LS-104 has two or three fuses���

Earth-neutral connection
If a fixed earth-neutral connection is desired, the box can be supplied with a brass nickel-
plated connection strip fitted in it��� The strips can also be obtained separately and fit all 
LS-94 models���

Automatic earthing
The earth clamp is connected to the fixture point in the light mast by the sleeve, so that it 
is automatically earthed without further provisions���
An extra (second) earth connection is present in the bottom of the box���

Product sheets
On the following pages, you can find a selection of light-mast sets, wall-mounting junction boxes and accessories��� 
These sheets can also be found on our website��� If you cannot find the solution for your problem, contact our sales team���


   



 














 
          
      

      
        

  
        
       
      
   
        
             
        

         
         
         
    



fuse 5x 25mm fuse 10x 38mmfuse E27fusecap E27 fuse E14

10-11-2005

Zekeringen

10x38mm
buiszekering

Schroefkop E27 Passchroef E27Zekering E27

Pashuls E14Zekering E14Schroefkop E14

5x25mm met melder
glaszekering

Bestelspecificaties
Schroefkop E27 (DII) 10244 Schroefkop  E14 (D01) 80387

Passchroef E27 (DII) 2A 16965 Pashuls  E14 (D01) 6A 80388
Passchroef E27 (DII) 4A 10242 Pashuls  E14 (D01) 10A 80389
Passchroef E27 (DII) 6A 16264

Zekering  E14 (D01) 6A 80384
Zekering E27 (DII) 2A 06476 Zekering  E14 (D01) 10A 80385
Zekering E27 (DII) 4A 10243
Zekering E27 (DII) 6A 16263 Kap voor zekering met melder 52358

Buiszekering 10x38mm 2A 81559
Buiszekering 10x38mm 4A 81560 Eleq BV
Buiszekering 10x38mm 6A 81722 Tukseweg 130 

8331 LH Steenwijk
Glaszekering 5x25mm 2A 2356.2 T: +31 (0) 521 533 333
Glaszekering 5x25mm 4A 2356.4 F: +31 (0) 521 533 391
Glaszekering 5x25mm 6,3A 2356.6,3 www.eleq.com

Kap voor zekering
met melder
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5L1001
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5L1101
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LS-84
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LS-100 
5L8214
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5L8028

6-3-2012

 

LS-100 Clock

 
  
  

  
  
  
  



 
  
  
 
 
  
  
  

 
  
  
 









 





LS-100 Clock
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LS-94
5L3252
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LS-100 
5L8010
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LS-94 
5L2001
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LS-94
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LS-94 Greenqap 
5L2900

5L2900

15-3-2012
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LS-94S1/10 
5L2009
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LS-104S3/16 
5L0403
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LS-100 
5L8020
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LS-100 
5L8020

of 3x 10mm2

3
ELEQ b.v.

Specifications
Type
Article number

Technical specifications
Minimum inside diameter
Looping through
Suitable for
Provided with
Number of terminals
Max��� wire cross section
Pull relief

Earth-neutral connection
Double insulated
Quality mark
Protection

: LS-100
: 5L8020

: 100 mm
: Yes
: 2x E27 fuse DII
: 2x 6A
: 5 Pcs; 3x phase, zero, Earth
: 2x 16mm2
: Yes, max��� two ground cables
  23mm en 2 lightmast cords
: No
: Yes
: Kema, CE-mark
: IP55, IK10

Packing
12 Pcs in a box or 216 Pcs per pallet
Deliverable from stock

Can be combined with
5L9970, 71, 72 : Profile for LS-100
5L9950 : Cable bending tool
5L9960 : Triangle key for LS-100

Use
To be mounted on walls (IP55)

ELEQ bv
Tukseweg 130
8331 LH Steenwijk (NL)
T: +31 (0) 521 533 333
F: +31 (0) 521 533 391
www���eleq���com 
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Stainless steel pillar box 
2RVS30    
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Stainless steel wall-mounting box for LS-94 
2RVS50    
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Extended stainless steel pillar box for LS-94 
2RVS60
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Junction box with relay
5L6002 
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Junction box for video monitoring camera (CCTV) 
5L6009
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LS-94 box short/medium/long 
5L Flex

12-3-2012

 

LS-94 Flex

 
















Flex-short

Flex-medium

Flex-long
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LS-100 provided with DIN rail 
5L8012
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Junction box with circuit breaker 
5L8005-H 
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LS-100 
5L8021
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Junction box with earth leakage circuit breaker 
5L8014
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Junction box for Philips OLC 
5L60615L6061

12-3-2012

 

LS-94 XXXL
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Junction box for Philips OLC 
5L60625L6062

12-3-2012

 

LS-94 XXXL 2x OLC
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Bracket incl��� M6 bold
Article nr��� 5L9301
Packing: 10 pieces

3-cable pull relief
Article nr��� 5L9978
Packing: 10 pieces

Cover  LS-100 type 1
Article nr��� 5L9971
Packing: 1 piece

Triangle key for LS-100
Article nr��� 5L9960
Packing: 1 piece

Bracket
Article nr��� 5L9302
Packing: 10 pieces

Cover LS-100 type 2
Article nr��� 5L9972
Packing: 1 piece

Triangle key for stainless steel boxes
Article nr��� 5L9961
Packing: 1 piece

Cover LS-100 2x27mm
Article nr��� 5L9970
Packing: 1 piece

Light-mast sets

Accessoires

ELEQ b.v.ELEQ b.v.
Tukseweg 130
8331 LH Steenwijk
The Netherlands 
T: +31 (0) 521 533 333
T: +31 (0) 521 533 391
www.eleq.com
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Slide nut for TS32-rail
Article nr��� 5L9658
Packing: 100 sets

Pull relief 
Bottom: Article nr��� 5L9040
Top: Article nr��� 5L9041
Packing: 10 pieces

Bracket LS-84/LS74
Article nr��� 5L9002
Packing: 10 pieces

Screw M6 x 16 brass
Article nr��� 81985
Packing: 1000 pieces

Bending tool
16mm²: Article nr��� 5L9950
25mm²: Article nr��� 5L9951
Packing: 1 piece

Screening caps 
10mm²: Article nr��� 523979 
16mm²: Article nr��� 70420
25mm²: Article nr��� 71441
Packing: 100 pieces

Relay
Article nr��� 80969
Packing: 10 pieces

Plate for covering fuse holder E27  
Article nr��� 71861            
Packing: 100 pieces

Earth neutral connection 10mm2

Article nr��� 70328
Packing: 100 pieces

2x
your logo

ELEQ b.v.ELEQ b.v.
Tukseweg 130
8331 LH Steenwijk
The Netherlands 
T: +31 (0) 521 533 333
T: +31 (0) 521 533 391
www.eleq.com
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Fuse cap E14 (D01)
Article nr��� 80387
Packing: 10 pieces

Fuse cap E27 (DII)
Article nr��� 10244
Packing: 10 pieces

Fuse E27 (DII)
2A: Article nr��� 06476
4A: Article nr��� 10243
6A: Article nr��� 16263
Packing: 10 pieces

Fuse E14 (D01)
6A:  Article nr��� 80384
10A: Article nr��� 80385
Packing: 10 pieces

Adaptor ring E27 (DII)
2A: Article nr��� 16965
4A: Article nr��� 10242
6A: Article nr��� 16264
Packing: 10 pieces

Adaptor ring E14 (D01)
6A:  Article nr��� 80388
10A: Article nr��� 80389
Packing: 10 pieces

Fuse 5x 25mm 
2A:    Article nr��� 52356���2
4A:    Article nr��� 52356���4
6,3A: Article nr��� 52356���6,3
Packing: 10 pieces

Fuse cap 
Article nr��� 52358
Packing: 10 pieces

Fuse 10x 38mm
2A: Article nr��� 81559
4A: Article nr��� 81560
6A: Article nr��� 81722
Packing: 10 pieces

This cataloque has been put together with the utmost 

care��� In spite of that, it can not be prevented that 

drawings and text containe mistakes��� If that is the case 

we apologise for it��� If you will find a mistake we kindly 

ask you to contact us so we can update the sheets on 

our website��� 

  Fuses





ELEQ b.v.
P.O. Box 12, 8330 AA Steenwijk
Tukseweg 130, 8331 LH Steenwijk  
The Netherlands

 +31 (0) 521 533 333
 +31 (0) 521 533 391
 info@eleq.com
 www.eleq.com

Karl-Ferdinand-Braun-Straße 1
50170 Kerpen (Sindorf)
Germany

 +49 (0) 22 73 / 988 70
 +49 (0) 22 73 / 988 791
 info@eleq.com
 www.eleq.com 83240 / LS-EN1203


